SIS Change Notice : CN-SIS-0215

Upcoming changes; to be issued this month (for applicable counties)

- Some new coding options for FS-E&T codes
  - Adding Program Code S to Service Code 505
  - Adding DSS-1571 Pt II to Service Code 505 and 515 with Program Code S2
  - Adding Program Code S2 to Service Code 582
  - Revised definitions for Service Codes 515, 567 and 582 and Program Code S

- New coding for Child Support Paralegal functions

- Change to NC FAST Service Codes 890, 891 and 892
  - Adding Program Code “R” in preparation for implementation of “Plan A” coding for Universal Workers
  - Adding Program Code “NCF” for use with 890, 891 and 892; effective Oct 1st for Universal Workers in Pilot Counties ONLY

- Adding two new Race Codes for use on the DSS-5027
  - 65 – Unable to Determine (Abandoned)
  - 66 – Unable to Determine (Declined)
NC FAST-CSDW-Day Sheet Interface

- aka: Plan A

- Currently finalizing implementation plans for Pilot
  - target: Oct 1, 2015; three-month duration
  - five Pilot counties: Guilford, Lenoir, Martin, Orange and Wake
  - only Universal Workers will use new coding for NC FAST time
    - will use Program Code “NCF” on DSS-4263 with Service Codes 890, 891 and 892
  - “Interface” process will use data from NC FAST on # of Cases, Applications and Recertifications per Program (Work First, FNS, Medicaid, etc.) to allocate “NCF” time to traditional Program Codes
    - Will then replace “NCF” records with allocated time records in the DSS-4263 data
  - Resulting data will be used in the normal end-of-month processes